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“Fortress Europe” is not a fortress. The metaphor is useful and successful however, 

because it points a process which seems self-evident, even if it is far from making 

sense when we take a closer look: the fact that migration policies have mostly 

become border policies. European states seek to control and stop migrations, and 

they do so by enhancing and expanding border control. Looking at this through the 

lens of mobility, we see how the fortification of borders does not erect “fortresses”. 

It arranges a differential management of mobility; it organizes and constrains the 

movement of people in a way that creates new forms of mobility and alienation: 

circulation without prospects of settlement –dwelling, waiting, wandering, being 

“prisoner of the passage” to borrow Foucault’s expression. How do borders evolve 

in their shapes and texture, as they become filters, nodes in networks and thicken 

into spaces where people live, are confined, selected, displaced? An empirical 

investigation into these spaces, and more specifically into border detention, shows 

how democratic governments manage non-citizen populations. What is being done 

there is not only limited to the margins, since it reconfigures physical, moral, and 

political boundaries. Several issues are at stake, among which: confinement in a 

humanitarian form; the administrative application of different standards of rights for 

various alien populations; the conflation of humanitarian care and police or military 

control for populations identified as vulnerable. Beyond, border policies frame a 

network within the territory, which maintains people in situations of administrative 

suspension (such as the ambiguous figure of the clandestine-asylum seeker), and 

in interdependent spaces of detention or archipelagos of surveillance (such as the 

network of border detention, prisons and administrative detention for sans-papiers). 

Let us take a closer look at how this device emerges, by which national borders are 

reactivated within the social sphere. 
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